18 March 2015

COMMITTEE ON GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND SPORTS
Joint with
COMMITTEES ON
CIVIL SERVICE AND GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION;
HEALTH AND DEMOGRAPHY; LOCAL GOVERNMENT
WAYS AND MEANS and FINANCE

NOTICE OF MEETING

FOR:

SEN. FRANCIS “Chiz” G. ESCUDERO, Chairman, Committee on Finance
SEN. ANTONIO “SONNY” F. TRILLANES IV, Chair, Committee on Civil Service and
Government Reorganization
SEN. FERDINAND R. MARCOS, JR., Chair, Committee on Local Government
SEN. TEOFISTO L. GUINGONA III, Chair, Committee on Health and Demography
SEN. AQUILINO “KOKO” PIMENTEL III
SEN. MANUEL “LITO” M. LAPID
SEN. SERGIO R. OSMEÑA III
SEN. LOREN B. LEGARDA
SEN. CYNTHIA A. VILLAR
SEN. PAOLO BENIGNO “Bam” AQUINO IV
SEN. RAMON BONG REVILLA JR.
SEN. PIA S. CAYETANO
SEN. MIRIAM DEFENSOR SANTIAGO
SEN. MARIA LOURDES NANCY S. BINAY
SEN. GREGORIO B. HONASAN II
SEN. JINGGOY EJERCITO ESTRADA
SEN. JOSEPH VICTOR G. EJERCITO
SEN. GRACE POE
SEN. VICENTE C. SOTTO III, Acting Minority Leader

Ex-officio Members:
SEN. RALPH G. RECTO
SEN. ALAN PETER “COMPAÑERO” S. CAYETANO
SEN. JUAN PONCE ENRIQUE

The Committee on Games, Amusement and Sports joint with the Committees on Civil Service and
Government Reorganization; Health and Demography; Local Government; Ways and Means and
Finance will conduct a Public Hearing on Tuesday, 24 March 2015, 1:00 P.M., Committee Room #1,
Senate of the Philippines to discuss the following legislative measures:

A. SENATE BILLS/RESOLUTIONS ON AMATEUR SPORTS

1. SBN 649 – An Act Creating the Department of Sports, Defining Its Powers and Functions,
Appropriating Funds Therefor, and for Other Purposes (Sen. Trillanes IV)
Joint with the Committee on Committee on Ways and Means and Committee on Finance
2. SBN 2019 – An Act Creating the National Academy of Sports as an attached agency of the Philippine Sports Commission, providing it’s structure (Sen. Ejercito Estrada) Joint with the Committee on Civil Service and Government Reorganization and Committee on Finance.

3. SBN 2367- National Amateur Sports Training Center Act - An Act Establishing a State-of-the-Art and highly scientific Sports Complex to be known as the "National Amateur Sports Training Center," and appropriating funding thereof for the acquisition of property, construction of facilities including administration, maintenance and management of the same and for other purposes (Sen. Aquino IV) Joint with the Committee on Committee on Ways and Means and Committee on Finance.

4. SBN 2371 – Philippine Amateur Sports Training Center Act. - An Act Creating and Establishing a State-of-the-Art and highly scientific Sports Complex known as the "Philippine Amateur Sports Training Center", and funding for the acquisition of property, construction of facilities, including its administration, maintenance, and management and for other purposes (Sen. Angara) Joint with the Committee on Committee on Ways and Means and Committee on Finance.

5. SBN 2381 – An Act to provide for systemic research and collection of information with respect to sports-related concussions (Sen. Santiago)

FOREIGN ATHLETES IN UNIVERSITY SPORTING LEAGUES

6. PSR No. 764 - RESOLUTION URGING THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND SPORTS TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, AND LOOK INTO, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, THE PROLIFERATION OF FOREIGN ATHLETES OR IMPORTS IN THE VARIOUS UNIVERSITY SPORTING LEAGUES SUCH AS UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES (UAAP), NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA), NATIONAL COLLEGIATE BASKETBALL LEAGUE (NCBL), AND OTHER SIMILAR LEAGUES; WITH THE END IN VIEW OF REGULATING THE PRACTICE OF RECRUITING IMPORTS, THAT MAY RESULT TO DEGRADATION AND DEPRIVATION OF LOCAL UNIVERSITY ATHLETES FROM ITS WELL-DESERVE BREAKS IN SCHOLASTIC MEETS (Sen. Sotto III)

PREPARATION FOR INTERNATIONAL SPORTING EVENTS

7. PSR 1235 – RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND SPORTS TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE PREPARATIONS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE PHILIPPINE SPORTS COMMISSION (PSC) AND THE PHILIPPINE OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (POC), IN THE NEARING INTERNATIONAL SPORTING EVENTS PARTICULARLY THE 2016 OLYMPICS IN RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL; 2018 ASIAN GAMES IN JAKARTA, INDONESIA; AND THE 2015 SOUTHEAST ASIAN GAMES (SEA GAMES) IN THE CITY STATE OF SINGAPORE, WITH THE END IN VIEW OF ASSURING THE COUNTRY’S SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION IN THESE NEARING INTERNATIONAL SPORTING MEETS (Sen. Sotto III)

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF SENATOR PIA CAYETANO: Women’s Day in recognition of the Discovery Perlas Women’s Basketball team. The Philippine National Team

B. BILLS/RESOLUTION ON SAFETY STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS

1. SBN 476 – AN ACT CREATING THE AMUSEMENT INDUSTRY SAFETY BOARD THEREBY STRENGTHENING THE AMUSEMENT PARKS AND RIDES INDUSTRY, INSTITUTING SAFETY STANDARDS AND PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR (Sen. Trillanes IV) Joint with the Committees on Local Government, Ways and Means and Finance

2. SBN 1298 – AN ACT CREATING THE AMUSEMENT INDUSTRY SAFETY BOARD THEREBY STRENGTHENING THE AMUSEMENT PARKS AND RIDES INDUSTRY, INSTITUTING SAFETY STANDARDS AND PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR (Sen. Estrada) Joint with the Committees on Local Government, Ways and Means and Finance
3. **SBN 1812** – AN ACT PROVIDING FOR HEALTH AND WORK SAFETY STANDARDS FOR PROFESSIONAL BOXERS (Sen. Defensor Santiago) Joint with the Committee on Health and Demography

4. **PSR 656** - RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON GAMES, AMUSEMENT AND SPORTS, AND OTHER APPROPRIATE SENATE COMMITTEES TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE SAFETY STANDARDS AND PRACTICES BEING IMPLEMENTED IN THE COUNTRY'S BOXING EVENTS WITH THE END IN VIEW OF ENSURING THE SAFETY OF OUR FILIPINO BOXERS (Sen. Lapid).

Your presence in this meeting will be highly appreciated.

FOR THE CHAIRMAN:

SEN. SONNY ANGARA
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REDIA N. ATIENZA
Committee Secretary